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Take this challenge if you’re game. If you think that you’ve had a very full, 
professional and active life, try benchmarking it against Jim Truscott’s life as covered 
in his new book; Snakes in the Jungle, Special Operations in War and Business. If 
you’ve achieved a quarter of what Jim has accomplished, then I’d say yes, you’ve had 
a very full and active life, one you can be proud of. For the young adult reader, Snakes 
in the Jungle will show you that there’s a whole world of opportunity and challenge 
out there just for the taking.  This world of opportunity is for those like Jim 
courageous enough to decide one’s own path in life, give it a real go, while accepting 
the ups and downs of the journey, and pushing the boundaries in so doing. Start now, 
with this book. You won’t regret it, but be warned, Jim moves at a frenetic pace. Even 
as a cadet at Duntroon, he mixed military training with mountain climbing in New 
Zealand, with civil engineering degree studies, while at the same time planning the 
next big thing as he puts it, and since then, has never stopped.   
 
Snakes in the Jungle is a full-on book for the thinking-brave readers, those prepared to 
be taken outside their own comfort zones as they follow, understand and appreciate a 
life’s journey lived to the full, taken by a highly intelligent and energetic individual. 
Jim’s philosophical approach to work both in the military and later in business is 
depicted in some of his earlier comments; ‘to get people to go 50 metres, you have to 
put the goal posts at 100 metres…if you want to bring about change, you need a 
change leader and a change navigator that just invents stuff that is so provocative that 
it unsettles those that revel in the status quo… (and) people have to be dragged into 
the future by provocation’, and so he lives up to these messages as a true leader in 
Snakes in the Jungle.  
 
This book covers the full gambit of emotions, the joy of finding his soul-mate in life, 
his wife Colette who embraces his adventurous journeys right from the start, success 
on the Special Air Service Regiment’s selection course, the numbness of tragedy after 
a climbing mate (in the same tent) is taken by an avalanche, the exhilaration of 
success on achieving varied goals, perilous climbing ascents and descents, getting up 
whenever he falls down and having another go, moving tributes and 
acknowledgement to courageous World War Two Commando Z Special Force 
operatives after he retraces their steps in kayaks near Singapore, and on foot in 
Borneo and surrounds, private tears of joy on hearing of the birth of one of his 
children when climbing, confronting realities while serving in Rhodesia, Kuwait and 
East Timor and the realities and hidden traps for new players in the business jungle 
where as Jim puts it; ‘snakes are seldom seen, always unexpected and even 
surprising’. 
 
Jim further comments ‘I could go on forever about receding glaciers, rubbish in 
national parks, displaced natives and so on, but fundamentally, we were here to climb 
the mountain…’ This goal orientation focus – doing it rather than just talking about it 
captures the essence of the book. Jim thrived in the discomfort, danger and pain of 
going for that goal  whether it be in the hot Australian deserts, the freezing cold 
Himalayas, the mosquito infested jungles, but one area seemed to be almost too 
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painful for his soul – the Canberra bureaucracy. I’ll leave that for the reader. 
 
‘To excel requires passion’ according to Jim and two of his most passionate areas are 
special operations and mountain climbing, both of which he excelled at, but even they 
brought frustrations. Jim’s bringing his Commando troops and later his Pilbara 
Regiment troops to an operational footing earned him both a censure and a 
commendation! Seeing the Commandos deploy to war in Afghanistan a decade or so 
later was a frustratingly ‘I told you so’ moment. Over the years, I was very fortunate 
to have Jim’s thoughtful, blunt but very valuable input to SO Intelligence planning, 
expedition planning, doctrine and adventurous training evaluations to name just a few 
areas, and I could never understand why this remarkable officer who lived all the 
values we talk about was not a number of ranks higher than his worn rank. He 
certainly was intellectually, and his frustrations with a stalled career understandably 
comes out in the book. Jim’s always been one of my heroes and I feel honoured to 
have been asked to write a review on his book.  Just reading Snakes in the Jungle, and 
appreciating all that Jim has done and experienced, I have to think, wow, how can you 
measure that, and it’s at least fortunate that his story has been told. 
 
Finally, this book is not for the lazy or for those intimidated by going outside their 
own comfort zones or those that thrive in the status quo, rather Snakes in the Jungle is 
strongly  recommended reading for; 
 

 all Australian Defence Force Academy cadets to show a living example of 
what it means to be true to oneself and lead in a myriad of situations, 
 

 Special Forces to appreciate a very experienced operative’s views on where 
Special Operations should be now and into the future, 
 

 military officers, particularly to analyse the culture that promotes or holds 
back officers of Jim’s energy and talents, and at the same time, for a 
supposedly learning organisation misses out on so many potential lessons that 
could be learnt, 
 

 adventurers – there’s too much to do in a lifetime (Jim would have to live to 
150 years to complete all his goals), but this book can help you plan your own 
goals (and as Jim would say – plan goals with deadlines), and 
 

 those who are committed to succeed in the business world (noting that most 
businesses in Australia fail, but Jim has been highly successful and has 
provided 16 insights which he calls Revelations to focus those with a passion 
to succeed). 
 

Above all, Snakes in the Jungle is testament to an extraordinary officer of great 
integrity, drive and intelligence who could easily have compromised his principles to 
climb the career ladder, but didn’t. Well done Jim on yet another fine achievement. 
Just great. 
 


